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WWW - Hot off the presses, guest chronicler Al 
Rozycki submits this report on the recent 
Williamsburg affair: “I’ll give you a draft of what went 
on at the Williamsburg mini-reunion.  Am writing this 
after a long day at the San Diego Zoo, so if it sounds 
“zooey” you get what you get. Weather was excellent; 
enough cloudiness to make it comfortable and, 
although there was a threat of rain, it never 
delivered–so that was nice. The accommodations, the 
tours, the meals were outstanding and again, kudos 
should go to Joani & Dave Prewitt.  Not too fast, not 
too slow, just the right pace, and lots of time to share 
with one another.  By count of the tally sheet, there 
were 24 returning ‘61’s, most with spouses or 
significant others.  From my observation, we looked a 
bit more elderly, more distinguished, and a few 
walked slightly more gingerly–with various infirmities 
the cause.  The ladies, as usual, looked somewhat 
younger.  Registration at the Williamsburg Lodge was 
overseen by the Prewitts, and they greeted us with a 
welcoming smile, a packet of material, and lots of 
nice conversation as people lingered and met others.  
Some had been there for a day or two and a few were 
staying over after the mini to continue sightseeing 
and visiting. The Sunday cocktail reception was held 
at the Lodge, as was the dinner.  Both were 
animated, full of good conversation, and Denny 
Denniston and Peter Stuart made a few remarks.  
And of course, Pete led us in a few Dartmouth songs! 
 
The next morning, following a nice breakfast, Ron 
Heinemann again gave an outstanding talk, this time 
about the area: Jamestown, Yorktown, Williamsburg, 
and plantation life and politics.  His presentation was 
outstanding: erudite, witty, informative, delivered with 
enthusiasm, and we were all, as always, very 
impressed.  He is a real gem.  (Ed note: His reading 
list added materially to the enjoyment of the McKees.) 

Professor Ron Heinemann 

 
 

 We then split into three groups, each with a guide, 
and toured various parts of Williamsburg, all within 
easy walking distance of the Lodge.  We saw the 
Governor’s palace, the Bruton Church, a few places, 
and then dispersed for lunch on our own, small 
groups finding their own watering place.  Many of the 
couples then went in their own cars to Yorktown, 
about a 15-minute drive, and toured that incredibly 
interesting place and, of course, the battlefield also.  
and driven to the Kings Arm Tavern where we had 
drinks, dinner, guitar music (or some colonial 
instrument that looked like one), singing again led by 
Peter and a really fun time. That evening, with 
everybody all gussied up, we were drum-and-fifed out 
of the Lodge to a waiting bus 
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McKees, Stuarts, Reeds, and Rozyckis at Kings Arm 

 
Tuesday breakfast was a delightful get-together and 
we then left by bus for another tour, this one to 
Jamestown.  That was really enjoyable, educational, 
and we again broke into groups and were led by 
guides who were very knowledgeable.  

 

 
Demonstration of Colonial Musket 
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Class of '57 Tower Built to Commemorate 350th 
Anniversary of Jamestown Founding 

 

Oscar and Nyla Arslanian on Virginia Colony Replica 

Diane Kittredge and Al Rozycki 

It was here that infirmity reared its head, as three of 
the group rode scooters—there might be more at the 
next mini . . . We had a boxed lunch on the way back 
to the Lodge from where a number went off to tour 
the Williamsburg Gardens as part of the Historic 
Garden Week Annual Tour.  The gardens were 
beautiful and the formal flower arrangements were 
lovely and unique.   

Late that afternoon, we had our class meeting and it 
was interesting, well run, and again shows we have 
excellent class leadership.  

Of note was the discussion about the planning for our 
55th in 2016.  Since the class officers can fill you in, I 
won’t go on about it.  Of even greater note was the 
women’s meeting, organized by Nyla and attended 
by most who were there, to discuss various aspects 
of how the spouses might get involved with the Class 
in a more formal manner.  I defer to Nyla to give you 
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that info.  Diane thought it was a very fruitful 
meeting.  That evening, we had cocktails and dinner 
at the Lodge, and Diane and I left early, before the 
entertainment (a band of stringed instruments), and 
drove to Norfolk, about 45 minutes away, as we were 
leaving at 0700 the next day for San Diego. So, in 
sum, it was really fun: good conversation, a warm 
feeling, and seemed to be enjoyed by all.” 

Attendance: 

David & Linda Green Armstrong 
Oscar & Nyla Arslanian 
Jim & Carol Baum 
Don & Linda Baker 
Gim & Eileen Burton 
William & Judith Collishaw 
Dave & Nancy Cook 
Bob Conn 
Chuck & Sara Evans Dayton 
Denny & Chris Thomas Denniston 
Henry & Laurie Eberhardt 
Tad & Kathleen Foote 
Larry & Helen George 
Tom & Karla Goodridge 
Ron & Sandra Heinemann 
Ivar & Carol Jozus 
Art & Elaine Kelton, Jr. 
Harris & Mary McKee 
James & Danielle Naylor 
David & Joan Prewitt 
Rick & Carol Reed 
Alan & Diane Kittredge Rozycki 
Peter & Karin Stuart  
Robert & Kathleen Wendell 
 

Next up is the Homecoming fall mini in Hanover 
(BYOB...), October 9-11. Details:  HOMECOMING 

FALL REUNION October 9 - 11, 2015 Dartmouth Class of 

1961  Time to plan for our Fall Mini-Reunion during the 

exciting time of HOMECOMING in Hanover. 

A Registration form is on the Class Web Site. Click on 

Registration Form or copy and 

paste: http://www.dartmouth.org/classes/61/Mini-

Reunions/Registration%20Fall%202015.pdf  

Friday: There will be activities for Alumni such as 

informative talks. Then at 5:00 there will be early cocktails 

and dinner conveniently at the Hanover Inn so we can 

fall in behind the Class Banner at 7:00 for the parade to the 

Green and BONFIRE. 

Saturday: We meet with the students whom we support to 

hear their stories, a bag lunch and conversation followed by 

the YALE Game (we pray that it will be an afternoon 

game), a brew with Robert Frost and cocktails with dinner 

by our favorite caterer, Christophe, at the newly ren- 

ovated Wilder Center, Wilder, VT just across the 

river(www.wildercenter.com) same as last year. 

Sunday: Brunch at the Hanover Inn. 

LODGING: It will be leaf-peeping season as well as 

Homecoming so rooms will be at a premi- um. Some 

places to consider (always ask for 10% discount for 

Dartmouth College connected groups): 

Fairfield Inn & Suites in WRJ 2) Hampton Inn in WRJ - 

MANY ARE STAYING HERE FOR 

CONVIVIALITY 3) Holiday Inn Express Hotel in 

WRJ 4) White River Inn and Suites in WRJ 5)Residence 

Inn at Centerra in Lebanon As always, please contact me 

with any questions or suggestions. Maynard Wheeler PO 

Box 538, Grantham, NH. Home: (603) 863-

3206,Mbwheeler61@alum.dartmouth.or 

 
Green Cards: (Keep ‘em coming!) (or should we 
discontinue and beg for e-mail only?) 
Arthur Bloom arthurbloom1@verizon.net continues 
to amaze: “On March 11, 2015, I gave a talk entitled 
‘The Gladiator, the Indian, the Dutchman and 
Shakespeare’s Three American Actors in 19th 
Century England’ to the Society for Theatre Research 
in London.  Spent a week there researching my 
biography of the early 19th century American 
Tragedian Edwin Forrest.”  Trust you gents can 
appreciate the large impact that actors and the live 
stage had on society in those glorious days before 
the blight of television . . .   Never one to waste a 
Green Card, Tony Horan posts: “I see in Wide World 
that you received the note about my 8 presentations 
at the Western Section of the A.U.A.  But I made 2 
more poster presentations at the 25th International 
Prostate Career Update in Vail, CO, in late January. 
Both were foundations for my prostate cancer book 
and both were incendiary to the narrative that gave us 
the epidemic of over-diagnosis & over-treatment for 
prostate cancer.  The Vail conference is going to 
make [a] website where you can all see them. I’ll 
keep you posted.”  Hey: are all you ancient dudes 
getting your prostate checked when you have your 
annual (semi-annual?) physical? If not, will sic Doc 
Horan onya...! Mike Norman reports that as of May 
1, at the age of 76 and following 10.5 years as a 
surveyor for The Joint Commission, "I am 100% 
retired". (Ed. Note: from Google " Joint Commission 
surveyors visit accredited health care organizations 
a minimum of once every 39 months (two years for 
laboratories) to evaluate standards.") 
 
Moving Dartmouth Forward:  The new improved 
Dartmouth is now in motion. Very few of us are 
qualified to take issue with most of the academic 

http://www.dartmouth.org/classes/61/Mini-Reunions/Registration%20Fall%202015.pdf
http://www.wildercenter.com/
mailto:Mbwheeler61@alum.dartmouth.org
mailto:arthurbloom1@verizon.net
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changes, but the new alcohol policy is something 
which directly affects our reunion program, to wit: 
“The new policy will go into effect on March 28, 2015. 
The policy states that NO ONE (including  students, 
alumni, and graduate students) regardless of age is 
allowed to possess, serve, or consume hard alcohol 
in or on the grounds of the following undergraduate 
facilities: all residence halls, fraternity and sorority 
houses, undergraduate and senior societies, affinity 
houses, Collis Center, Tom Dent Cabin, Robinson 
Hall, and '53 Commons including Sarner 
Underground.  No hard alcohol will be allowed in 
class tents at June reunions regardless of location. 
Under no circumstance will an undergraduate 
student, regardless of age, serve hard alcohol at an 
alumni event.”  Well, so much for 2-1/2 centuries of 
highly successful reunions in Hanover, something for 
which Dartmouth was always envied by other 
schools. Students are sure to devise ways to 
circumvent this curious attempt to teach them to drink 
responsibly by forbidding them to drink—but at age 
75-plus, are alumni even going to bother? 55th 
Reunion Chairman Jim Baum is going to monitor 
how the ‘60s handle it this June, and will, of course, 
adjust our agenda for 2016 accordingly. Pls. stay 
tuned.  
[does anyone recall something called the Volstead 
Act? How did that work out...?—ed.] 
[Jennifer Casey pointed out after  reading the released copy of 

WWW some information about the alcohol policy that she 

thought might be helpful. "We hear consistently from alumni that 

they are sick of reading about their alma mater in the headlines in 

the national press. President Hanlon found that hard alcohol was 

all too often at the root of the behaviors that were getting 

Dartmouth in the press. He and all on campus are going to give 

the ban a try to see if we can make things better. This year we 

will have 15 classes back for reunion and 14 of them, without 

any prompting, said they would not serve hard alcohol at 

reunions. An independent review panel will be monitoring our 

progress using data on such things as reported assaults and binge 

drinking transports to the hospital etc. 

 

Yes, this is ban is a change. Yes, it may be different but I think 

all of us want to give it a try. Beer and wine are still a part of 

reunions."] 

 
Soon after MDF set sail, this headline hit 
newspapers: Alpha Delta Fraternity At 
Dartmouth Accused Of Branding Members 
During Hazing 
A Dartmouth College judicial committee has called for 

Alpha Delta fraternity to be “derecognized” as a student 

organization because of a branding incident involving new 

members of the fraternity last fall.  An attorney for the 

fraternity last month said the students “voluntarily” chose 

to brand their bodies, and said it was not a condition of 

membership.  Although the fraternity, which was under 

suspension at the time, has until April 20 to appeal the 

decision of Dartmouth’s Organizational Adjudication 

Committee, Dartmouth’s dean of the college is also 

considering whether to withdraw recognition of Alpha 

Delta regardless of the outcome of any appeal.” 

Then legal watchdog John “Magpie” Walters ’62 
(former AD President) reported: “Having attended the 
seven-hour Hearing last Thursday regarding AD's 
Branding episode, I'm not convinced the Committee 
made the right decision on the merits (requiring a 
decision based on the preponderance of the 
evidence), but I also am not surprised or shocked that 
they reached the conclusions they did.  The cards 
were stacked against us, to be sure.  The student 
body can probably live w/o hard liquor [but] Alumni 
reunion/cocktail parties will probably suffer more than 
the students, who–needless to say–can easily find a 
way around any draconian sanctions regarding 
alcohol.” 

. . . 

And now news regarding some of those classmates: 
Back in February co-Head Agent Henry “Squid” 
Eberhardt,III mentioned to Pres. Denniston that he 
suspected Len DiSavino might be ill. Denny advised: 
“Having left messages before, I 
reached Eileen tonight. Len was out for dinner with a 
friend. He had bladder cancer in the muscle wall and 
had it removed on September 15, 2014. He is 
apparently fine now. He has been rebuilding strength 
and is playing golf. They will be in Scottsdale until 
April 15.”  The other Head Agent Harris 
McKee posited: “I just noticed that there is a woman 

runner at Dartmouth named Helen Schlachtenhaufen. Is 

this your granddaughter?” John Schlachtenhaufen: “Yes, 

indeed. Dartmouth’s statute of limitations ended after 50 

years. Though un-recruited she made the cross country and 

track teams as a freshman and has proven to be the fastest 

miler in her class (not my genes, I assure you). We will 

watch her run in the Heps this weekend. Thanks for your 

note. Great to hear from you and hope all goes well. John 

Schlach…” [NB: when John’s late brother was mayor of 

Seattle, he went by “Paul Shell”... ed.]    At the same time, 

Harris posted on the ’61 website: “Our own Mike 
Gazzaniga has just published another book on the 
brain, Tales from Both Sides of the Brain. The Wall 
Street Journal Review that Mike Murphy forwarded 
to me has been posted on our website.” To see the 
article, Click on Gazzaniga Review or copy and 
paste: 
http://www.dartmouth.org/classes/61/Gazzaniga_201
5-02-23.pdf               Likewise, California’s advisor to the 

education riddle Mike Kirst announces that his latest 

http://www.vnews.com/news/dartmouth/16251021-95/dartmouth-frat-faces-branding-allegations
http://www.vnews.com/news/16263170-95/dartmouth-frat-it-wasnt-hazing
http://www.vnews.com/news/16263170-95/dartmouth-frat-it-wasnt-hazing
http://1961.dartmouth.org/redirect.aspx?linkID=31043&eid=215943
http://www.dartmouth.org/classes/61/Gazzaniga_2015-02-23.pdf
http://www.dartmouth.org/classes/61/Gazzaniga_2015-02-23.pdf
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book,Remaking College (Stanford Univ. Press), is now 

out and available. 

  In late January, Jim “Roach” Roussel sent us a 
note stating: “As I think you know, my grandson, 
James III, applied to the College for Early Decision 
and got deferred.  Frankly, I did not understand it as 
he is a straight-A student at Benjamin Franklin, one of 
the best high schools in the City, President of his 
class for the last three years, Captain of the Soccer 
team and an all-state soccer player for the last three 
years. When James got deferred, the girl that 

interviewed him couldn't understand it and was PO’d 
(the local Dartmouth Club complained to the 
Admissions office without any success).  She and the 
guy who is head of the local Dartmouth club attended 
a Club Officers meeting in Hanover a week or so ago 
and approached the admissions guy assigned to 
Louisiana, David Jiang, about James and he said that 
he was well aware of James' situation due to the 
controversy surrounding it. Unfortunately, she did not 
pursue the issue to find out what the controversy 
was. James is a good kid and I certainly don't think 
that there is anything controversial about him; my 
guess is that the controversy is that some people in 
the admissions office wanted to admit him and some 
didn't. He still wants to go, and some alumni relations 
guy has suggested that we send them a letter with his 
latest accomplishments, etc., which James will do.” 
As this breaks a 3-generation tradition (incl. James’ 
dad Jim, Jr.’88), and since FJ “Duck” Eicke still 
works in the Enrollment effort in the deep south, we 
bounced the situation off him. Duck: “Unfortunately, 
not a surprise to me. I have been working with 
Admissions in MS for the past years and the 
decisions seem to have no basis—particularly in 
reality of where Dartmouth fits in the Southern 
scheme of things educational. I have met David 
Jiang, who is perhaps Asst Admissions Officer, and 
he is an organization man—who orders him is not 
quite clear. ED was big this year since they use it for 
athletes to assure they are in before national signing 
dates intervene. James,III will be considered again in 
Regular Admissions and it would not hurt to send 
additional info and put some pressure on Admissions 
since their decisions are in-house and legacy seems 
to be an afterthought. Seems like Admissions is 
almost alumni-blind these days—and my fear is that 
our future alums will not have the same devotion that 
applies to the alumni body as a whole.”  [James did 
not make the final cut, was not even wait-listed, and 
his family is crushed. One wonders what the actual 
criteria for admission are these days...?  ed.]    Back 
in March, Stuie & Diana Sheldon emailed: “We had 
lunch with Bill and Mardi Glenn awhile back—neat 

couple. Great to have you on Wide World.  Diana and 

I keep well and are grateful for our spot on Useppa 
Island.”   

Harry Sheehy, Director of Athletics, announced on 
May 4th that three Dartmouth alumni and their 
families have made gifts totaling $5 million to endow 
three more head coaching positions at the College. 
As Prez. Denny Denniston noted, Ron Boss "has 
again stepped up for Dartmouth and makes the class 

of 1961 proud". Russell (Ron) Boss ’61 and his wife, 

Marge, have created the Marjorie and Russell Boss 

1961 Family Head Coach of Women’s Tennis. 

Peter Holbrook confesses: “Bought myself a small toy: 

a remote control quad copter with mini camera. Very 

difficult to learn how to fly. Landed it in the trees on my 

first few flights. Here's my one successful snapshot so 

far—an aerial view of my house with wife Pat sitting on 

the front porch.”

 

 

 ((LtoR): Ann Hargraves, Diane Kittredge, Mel 
Gitchel, Carol Baum. (Ruth Bleyler was at lunch but 
had left.  Also Janette Hannah; wife of a '62)         
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Rozycki reported that only he and Jim Baum 
showed for the ‘61 class lunch on April 10—which is 
simply ludicrous. Odd: whereas the ‘60s have to turn 
folks away from their monthly luncheons, our class 
just doesn’t have the energy? health? camaraderie? 
consideration? to show up once a month to reconnect 
with decent fellas with whom we shared a common 
experience some 50+ years ago. Very sad. And 
shameful. Roz did submit photos from the ’61 
Women’s lunch at the Canoe Club in March. 

Dartmouth College Fund Co-Chairs Eberhardt and 

McKee report that the campaign is progressing well. 

Participation is running ahead of last year and gifts are on a 

par. As of May 6th, we need $94,303 and 127 more donors 

to reach our goals of $260,000 and 387 Donors. Please 

send in your contribution now by mail or click go on line to 

make your contribution. They note that we do have an 

added incentive from now until the end of the June. 

"Additional" gifts of $1,000 or more over and above the 

usual annual gift paid  by June 30 and designated as Early 

Bird gifts will count both for the 55th Reunion gift and this 

year's 2015 DCF.  

Appended to the bottom of this letter is an appeal from the 

Co-Chairs of our Bartlett Tower Society program, Peter 

Palin and John Damon, to join the Bartlett Tower Society 

by setting aside a gift from your estate.  

 
Redoubt At Yorktown Seized By Bayonet Charge So 

Colonials Wouldn't Waste Time Reloading 

 

Gardens at Governor's Palace, Williamsburg 

Guess we can call it a wrap. we close with these 
immortal words: 

  ~ WH Auden...   

We are here on earth to do good unto others. 
What the others are here for, I have no idea. 
Aloha, tc 

 

https://securelb.imodules.com/s/1353/giving/dcf/index.aspx?sid=1353&gid=1&pgid=574&cid=1435&appealcode=A15W1

